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What is Systemic Risk?

3

 Systemic risk implies quick propagation of

 illiquidity and insolvency risks, and financial losses 

 through the financial system as a whole, 

 impacting the connections and interactions among financial 

stakeholders, 

 especially so during periods of financial distress

 (Billio, Getmanksy, Lo and Pelizzon, 2012)



Three aspects to systemic risk
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 Magnitude (Large Impact)

 Widespread:  affects a large number of entities or 

institutions, 

 Ripple Effect that endangers the existence of the financial 

system. 



Network diagram or Adjacency matrix

(Billio et al., 2012)
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Top 25 FIS:

• Banks

• Broker dealers

• Insurance

• Hedge funds



Four sources of systemic risks 

(Allen and Carletti, 2013) 
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 They all lead to Asset price declines

Banking related 
panics

Banking crises 
arising from falls in 

asset prices

Contagion
Foreign exchange 
mismatches in the 
banking system. 



Systemic risk & financial crisis
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 During the pre-2008 crisis multiple potential vulnerabilities 

existed, including 

weak financial 
firms

substantial 
interlinkages

across these firms

complex financial 
products

excessive leverage 
and maturity

funding 
mismatches fueled 

by the shadow 
banking system 

(e.g., Brunnermeier, 2009; Adrian and Shin, 

2010; Acharya, Schnabl and Suarez, 2013; 

Covitz, Liang and Suarez, 2013; Gorton and 

Metrick, 2012). 

The 1987 crisis was a good example of systematic risk, i.e., a 
common factor driving asset correlations, and was large in 
effect, 

unlike the systemic risks during 2008 crisis which adversely 
affected the wider financial system.



Contagion Networks (Espinosa-Vega & 

Sole, IMF 2010)
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Interbank Loan Networks (US)
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“Extracting, Linking and Integrating Data from Public Sources: A Financial Case Study,” 

Burdick et al., (2011)



In this paper..
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 We undertake a large-scale empirical examination of systemic 
risk among major financial institutions in the emerging markets. 

 We provide comparative analysis and new insights into policies 
for 
 measuring, managing and regulating systemic risk in the emerging 

market context. 

 We consider four emerging market regions:  
 Asia, 

 EMEA (decomposed into Eastern Europe,& Southern Europe/Africa) 
and 

 Latin America, and 

 evaluate relative systemic risks



Four broad Objectives
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A. Measurement: 
 Measuring systemic risk using data on financial entity linkages and their respective 

credit qualities. 

B. Decomposition:
 Decomposing systemic risk by financial entity so as to understand how each entity 

impacts the system via risk decomposition. 

C. Management:
 Managing systemic risk by understanding ways in which financial linkages may be 

adjusted through regulation to dampen risk. 

 When does the financial system become fragile, i.e., a local crisis in some financial entities 
spreads to many others? 

 When, if at all, should we break up too big to fail banks? 

D. Prediction: 
 Assessing whether or not we can predict systemic risk by econometrically relating 

it to macroeconomic and financial variables, uncovering useful lead-lag effects. 



Previous literature:

Measuring Systemic risk
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 Cross-sectional Correlation Measures
 Distressed insurance premium (DIP) measure:

 Huang, Zhou, and Zhu (2012)

 Systemic expected shortfall (SES): 
 Acharya, Pedersen, Philippon and Richardson (2010)

 Systemic Risk Measurement (or SRISK): 
 Brownlees and Engle (2015)

 Conditional value at risk (CoVaR) model: 
 Adrian and Brunnermeier (2011)

 Network-Based Measures 
 Network analysis is built from data on direct interconnections between 

firms and 

 allows regulators to estimate how the distress of a given firm would 
directly affect the other firms in the network.
 Billio, et al., (2012, 2013), Diebold and Yimaz (2014)-LASSO 



Previous literature: Applications 
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 Ahern (2013):  networks and cross-sectional asset pricing
 shows that industries that are more central in the network of intersectoral trade 

earn higher stock returns than industries that are less central.

 Li and Zinna (2014)  find that the US and UK differ not only in the 
evolution of systemic risk but, in particular, in their banks’ systemic 
exposures. 
 Their results suggest that sovereign and bank systemic risk are particularly 

interlinked in the UK

 Giglio, Kelly and Pruitt (2016) study how systemic risk and financial market 
distress affect the distribution of shocks to real economic activity. 

 Karolyi, Sedunov and Taboada (2016) document that cross-border bank 
flows reduce systemic risk by improving banks’ asset quality, efficiency, and 
reliance on nontraditional revenue sources. 



Number of articles on Systemic risk 

per year (JFS,2017)
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But limited work on emerging markets
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 Sensoya (2017, JFS) finds evidence from Turkey supporting the 
hypothesis that institutional ownership leads to an enhanced 
systematic liquidity risk by increasing the commonality in 
liquidity. 

 Borrri (2017) adopt the CoVaR risk-measure to estimate the 
vulnerability of individual countries to systemic risk in the 
market for local currency government debt.

 Le and Dickinson (2016):  Investigate the systemic risk of 
cross-border banking in East Asia. 

 They test the probability of the sudden stop in international lending 
and its simultaneous effect on the host countries’ interbank markets.



Our Contribution
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 A comprehensive analysis of systemic risks in emerging 

markets 

 Overall, we extend the literature on network models by 

incorporating credit quality information in order to 

 compute a single summary systemic risk score that summarizes the 

level of systemic risk across all emerging market financial entities. 

 Understand the cross-sectional and time series dynamics  of the 

systemic risk 

 Our objectives serve the needs of academics, regulators, and 

financial practitioners. 



Contributions -I
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 We extend Billio et al., (2012) in terms of   constructing 

the  GC based network matrix and our systemic risk 

score S as well. 

 Our measure is  closer to Billio et al. (2012) and CoVaR, versus 

the SES measure in terms of direction of risk.

 Network versus correlation measures

 Forward vs backward looking

 Network-based measures directly model the underlying 

mechanics of the system by decomposing the systemic risk 

into network effect (connectivity) and individual bank risk 

(compromise)



Contributions – emerging market context. 

Why emerging markets ?
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I. Emerging market corporate loans and debt rose from 

73% of GDP at the end of 2007 to 107% (or 127% if we 

include shadow banking debt)  of GDP by the end of 

2014.

II. Offshore issuance of corporate bonds in foreign currency 

mainly by non-financial corporations has resulted in 

 currency mismatch on the consolidated balance sheets of emerging 

market firms (Shin, 2013)

 increased borrower’s interest rate, rollover and currency risks ( Chui, 

Fender and Sushko , 2014)



International bond issuance by 

Emerging Market Economies ($ Bi)
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Currency Composition of Outstanding 

Emerging Market Bonds
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Bond Issuance by Emerging Market Nonfinancial 

Corporates (Cumulative Amounts, 2000-2013)
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Why emerging markets? 
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III. Having obtained funds abroad, the foreign affiliate of a non-
financial corporation normally transfer funds to its home 
country via three channels (Avdjiev, Chui and Shin, 2014): 
 it could lend directly to its headquarters (within company flows), 

 extend credit to unrelated companies (between-company flows) or

 make across-border deposit in a bank (corporate deposit flows). 

 Excessive corporate leverage can lead to increased risk exposure for 
banks. 

 If the high leverage though foreign debt is not adequately hedged by 
emerging market firms in the face of
 commodity and 

 currency market shocks and global monetary policy developments (e.g. U.S. 
QE taper-tantrum), 

 it can further exacerbate the risks to domestic banks. 



Why emerging markets? 

Impact of Quasi-Exogenous events
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IV. Furthermore, it will be interesting to examine how 

episodes such as “taper-tantrums” and “recent 

demonetization” can impact systematic risks of banks. 

 Demonetization and regulatory efforts towards cashless 

economy in India will likely increase liabilities of its banks, and 

 expand their balance sheets, thereby promoting greater 

financial linkages. 



Key findings
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 Regressions explaining cross-sectional and time-series evolution of 

systemic risk:

 Systemic risks decomposed into credit and network risks with a 

considerable  variation across country groups .

 Correlations of systemic risk:

 Contemporaneous correlations matter far more than lagged 

correlation.

 India is relatively isolated from other country groups.

 Granger causality  of systemic risk: 

 Dependence on AR(1) variable is usually strong (the diagonal terms) but 

dependence on cross-lagged variables are usually weak. India is again found to 

be  isolated from other groups



Key findings
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 VAR analysis of systemic risks: 

 Contemporaneous dependence of systemic risk matters far 

more that lagged inter-dependence in country groups.

 PCA analysis of all emerging market systemic risks :  

 shows that over three factors explain 90% of the systemic 

risk variation in emerging markets; 
 the 1st factor is related to the crisis ( US default spreads) 

 3rd factor is related  to the taper tantrum  (US VIX)  and 

 2nd and 3rd factors are related to the recent exchange crisis . 

 Out of sample tests – in progress
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Systemic Analysis and SIFI
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 The Dodd-Frank Act (2010) 
and Basel III regulations 
characterize a systemically 
risky FI as one that is

 1. Large;

 2. Complex;

 3. Interconnected;

 4. Critical, i.e., provides hard 
to substitute services to the 
economy.

 The DFA does not provide 
quantification guidance.

 Definition: 

 the measurement and analysis 
of relationships across entities 
with a view to understanding 
the impact of these 
relationships on the system as a 
whole.

 Challenge: 

 requires most or all of the data 
in the system; therefore, high-
quality information extraction 
and integration is critical.



Attributes of Systemic Risk Measures
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 Systemic risk is an attribute of the economic system and not 
that of a single entity. 

 Its measurement should have two important features:

 1. Quantifiability (Aggregation): must be measurable on an ongoing 
basis.

 2. Decomposability (Attribution): Aggregate system-wide risk must 
be broken down into additive risk contributions from all entities in 
the system.

 Financial institutions that make large risk contributions to 
system-wide risk are deemed “systemically important.”



Methodology
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A. Measurement

B. Decomposition

C. Management

D. Prediction



Methodology: A.Measurement
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 The measure of systemic risk will generate a score 

denoted S, based on the extension of theory paper by 

Das (2016).

 We undertake a large-scale empirical implementation of 

this model using data on many major financial entities 

from emerging markets. 

 The systemic risk score is computed as follows: 



One Score for Systemic Risk
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Systemic score total

Incl value 

weights 



B.Decomposition
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 We are also interested in understanding which emerging 

market financial entities pose the greatest threats to the 

financial system through their contribution to systemic 

risk. 

 Using Euler’s Theorem, systemic risk may be decomposed 

into the risk contribution of each financial entity. 



S(C,A) is linear homogenous in C
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Risk Increment & Risk Decomposition 

in closed form
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Systemic score by a FI



Both, risk contribution and risk 

increment…
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 are useful in identifying the source of system 

vulnerabilities, and in remediation. 

 In assessing whether a node should be allowed to fail, we 

may disconnect it from the network and assess how 

these metrics are impacted.

 This systemic risk decomposition may be used to identify 

SIFIs (Dodd-Frank Act, 2010).



Network construction
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Adjacency matrix for Q4 2016
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Network (we use p=0.025 in the 

paper)
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We estimate several Systemic risk 

attributes
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 Centrality

 Betweenness centrality

 Diameter

 Fragility

 Degree

 Degree HHI

 Clusters

 Degree HHI

 We next describe each  of them.



Systemic risk attributes
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 1.Centrality: How much each bank is exposed to the risk?  

 the importance of any node in the network in terms of its 

loading in the principal eigenvector calculated from an 

eigenvalue decomposition of the network adjacency matrix

 2. Betweenness centrality for each bank in the network,  

 which is a measure of “how central is the bank’s position”.

 See next slide 



Centrality (Bonacich 1987)
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Centrality contd.
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• The g_ivj is the number of shortest paths between nodes i and j that pass through node v,

•

• g_ij is the number of shortest paths between i and j.



Systemic risk attributes contd.
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 3. Diameter: contagion travels further when diameter is 

low.

 4. Fragility: How susceptible the network is to a local 

problem becoming a global one?

i.e. the number of connections it has to other nodes

Concentration of degree induces fragility.



Systemic risk attributes contd.
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 5. Degree : the number of connections of each node, which 
characterizes how interconnected the network is.

 6. Degree HHI:  where the Herfindahl index of node degree 
describes the extent of concentration in the network 
 (more concentrated networks support contagion because of their 

hub and spoke shape).

 7. Clusters, and the cluster HHI, where a cluster is an 
independent group of nodes that is not connected to any 
other group of nodes. 
 The greater the number of disconnected clusters, the less likely we 

might have economic contagion, 

 but the more concentrated nodes are in a single cluster we have a 
greater chance of contagion and systemic risk



Methodology contd.
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 c) Management: 
 First, we create a list of key events in the time line and assess how S 

responded to these events. 
 This will inform us as to what types of events cause systemic risk to 

exacerbate, and thus we can be better prepared to control system wide 
shocks once their related events are known. 

 Second, we break down the changes in S, i.e., S(t)-S(t-1) over time into 
attributing it to changes in C and changes in E. 

 d) Prediction: 
 Having determined the time series of systemic risk S(t), t=1…T, we 

examine what economic and financial variables it is correlated to. 

 We consider contemporaneous and lead-lag relationships. 

 We run both GC regressions and vector auto-regressions (VAR). 
And PCA decomposition.
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Data sources: Emerging markets
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Datastream

ISIN/SEDOLS
Global 

Compustat

GVKEY/SIC

PD/DTD

RMI

We identify the list of emerging countries by combining the IMF’s & MSCI’s 

lists of emerging countries. Out of the 28 emerging countries from the IMF’s 

and MSCI’s lists, 23 emerging countries have CDS data available in Markit

database. 



Sample selection
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 Identify financial firms that are active firms, and have 

common equity that are major securities trading in a 

primary exchange in the local market.

 Filter out 

a. non-financial firms,

b. inactive (delisted) firms, 

c. firms with only preferred stock, 

d. foreign firms trading in local exchanges, and

e. firms trading exclusively in either a minor local exchange or a 

foreign exchange, 

f. reject firms with less than 125 active trading days (six months).



Based on SIC codes, we categorize 

firms into four groups 
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a) Banks (SIC: 6000-6199)

b) Broker-Dealers (SIC: 6200-6299) 

c) Insurers (SIC: 6300-6499)

d) Others (all other SICs)

 Eliminate firms with no SIC code and firms classified as others 

 (which include financial subsidiaries of non-financial corporations and 
specialized investment vehicles such as funds, REITs and securitized 
assets).



Extract Balance sheet variables 

(Datastream)
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Consider our data sample for India
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 Extract 838 Indian firms from the Datastream database.



Sample of Indian banks 
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Overall Emerging market data sample
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Distribution of Centrality-Indian 

sample
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Top 20 Indian Banks, Q4 2016
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Number of Banks in the network
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Diameter
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Fragility
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Degree
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Clusters
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Correlations
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Systemic 

risk
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Mean PD

Corr 70%



Risk Contributions of top 20 banks
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Systemic risks: India vs Asia
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2013

Taper-tantrum 

2007-09

Financial Crisis 
2015-16

Currency crisis



Systemic risks: India vs emerging 

markets
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2007-09

Financial Crisis 
2013

Taper-tantrum 

2015-16

Currency crisis



Systemic risks: India vs emerging 

markets indexed 
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2015-16

Currency crisis2013

Taper-tantrum 
2007-09

Financial Crisis 
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Summary of empirical tests
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 Time series and Panel regressions of Systemic risk

 (controlled for fixed effects and robust std. errors) 

 Correlations 

 Contemporaneous and lagged

 Granger Causality tests

 VAR

 PCA

 Out-of-sample forecasting



69



70



Summary of time-series & panel 

regressions
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Regression Results overall..
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 Majority of systemic risk is explained by credit risk and  

network risks.

 Relative contribution of credit vs network risks varies across 

groups 

 Firm-specific attributes add very little explanatory power.



Contemporaneous Correlations
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Lagged Correlations
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 Contemporaneous correlations matter far more than lagged 

correlation. India is relatively isolated from other country groups –

correlations are very small and trivial vs. other four groups.
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 SA leads EE  & vice 

versa

 SA leads EA 

 EA leads EE

 SA, EE and EA 

negatively lead India 



Interpretation:cross-correlagram
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 The 1st named group in a pair imparts leads and lag 

relative to the 2nd named group

 In plot 1: to the right of zero (x-axis > 0) South America leads

Eastern Europe ; to the left of zero (x-axis < 0) South America 

lags Eastern Europe

 In plot 10: to the right of zero (x-axis > 0) East Asia leads

India ; to the left of zero (x-axis < 0) East Asia lags India

 Lead and lag effects are usually very short-term. Long-

term effects fade out. Often the highest correlation is 

contemporaneous (x-axis = 0)



Granger causality
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 Dependence on self-lagged variable is usually strong (the diagonal terms) but 

dependence on cross-lagged variables are usually weak.

 The first 3 country groups marginally depend jointly on cross-lagged variables but 

not the last 2 country groups.



VAR model
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 Conducted  Vector Autoregression (VAR) to capture the 

linear time-series interdependencies between the systemic risk 

across the five country groups.

 Model

𝑆𝑦𝑠 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡ℎ 𝐴𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎
𝑆𝑦𝑠 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝐸𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝐸𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒

𝑆𝑦𝑠 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡ℎ 𝐸𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐴𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎
𝑆𝑦𝑠 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝐸𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑎
𝑆𝑦𝑠 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑎

𝑡

=𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 +

𝑆𝑦𝑠 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡ℎ 𝐴𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎
𝑆𝑦𝑠 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝐸𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝐸𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒

𝑆𝑦𝑠 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡ℎ 𝐸𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐴𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎
𝑆𝑦𝑠 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝐸𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑎
𝑆𝑦𝑠 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑎

𝑡−1

+⋯+

𝑆𝑦𝑠 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡ℎ 𝐴𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎
𝑆𝑦𝑠 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝐸𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝐸𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒

𝑆𝑦𝑠 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡ℎ 𝐸𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐴𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎
𝑆𝑦𝑠 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝐸𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑎
𝑆𝑦𝑠 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑎

𝑡−4

+ Errort

 Both Likelihood ratio (LR) and Akaikae’s Information Criterion (AIC) 

suggest that lags are not highly significant; maximum of 4 lags are material.



VAR summary

79

 Out of 100 lagged explanatory variables (5 regressions * 5 

explanatory variables * 4 lags):

 only 7 are significant at 5% level 

 (5 positive, 2 negative;  6 are 1-quarter lags and 1 is 3-quarter lag;  3 are 

self-lag dependence and 4 are cross-lag dependence).

 Main message of VAR analysis: 

 consistent with all other results: across country groups, 

contemporaneous dependence of systemic risk matters far more 

that lagged inter-dependence.



Principal components analysis
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 We next conduct PCA of the systemic risks for five 

regions.  

 We find evidence for five PCs.

 The prime PC explains 52% of variance.

 The first three explain 92% of variance.
    -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

       Component |   Eigenvalue   Difference         Proportion   Cumulative 

    -------------+------------------------------------------------------------ 

           Comp1 |      2.61244       1.6143             0.5225       0.5225 

           Comp2 |      .998144     .0244684             0.1996       0.7221 

           Comp3 |      .973676      .729328             0.1947       0.9169 

           Comp4 |      .244348     .0729608             0.0489       0.9657 

           Comp5 |      .171387            .             0.0343       1.0000 



First three PCs 
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PC1 Vs US credit spread
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PC2 Vs.  US VIX (risk aversion)
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PC3 
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 Temper tantrum

 Recent exchange rate 



In progress…
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 Out of sample forecasting systemic risk..

 We have downloaded IMF database on country specific 

systemic risk episodes

 Identifying PCS with macro variables… 
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Summary
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 We undertake a large-scale empirical examination of 

systemic risk among major financial institutions in the 

emerging markets. 

 We provide computation and dynamics of systemic 

risk evolution across emerging markets.



Four broad Objectives
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A. Measurement: 
 Measuring systemic risk using data on financial entity linkages and their respective 

credit qualities. 

B. Decomposition:
 Decomposing systemic risk by financial entity so as to understand how each entity 

impacts the system via risk decomposition. 

C. Management:
 Managing systemic risk by understanding ways in which financial linkages may be 

adjusted through regulation to dampen risk. 

 When does the financial system become fragile, i.e., a local crisis in some financial entities 
spreads to many others? 

 When, if at all, should we break up too big to fail banks? 

D. Prediction: 
 Assessing whether or not we can predict systemic risk by econometrically relating 

it to macroeconomic and financial variables, uncovering useful lead-lag effects. 



Key findings
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 Regressions:

 Systemic risks decomposed into credit and network risks with a considerable  variation across country groups .

 Correlations:

 Contemporaneous correlations matter far more than lagged correlation.

 India is relatively isolated from other country groups 

 Cross correlograms show that Lead and lag effects are usually very short-term. Long-term effects fade out. 

 Often the highest correlation is contemporaneous 

 Granger causality: 

 Dependence on AR(1) variable is usually strong (the diagonal terms) but dependence on cross-lagged variables are usually weak.

 India is again found to be  isolated from other groups

 VAR analysis: 

 Contemporaneous dependence of systemic risk matters far more that lagged inter-dependence in country groups.

 PCA analysis:  

 shows that over three factors explain 90% of the systemic risk variation in emerging markets; 

 the 1st factor is related to the crisis

 3rd factor is related  to the taper tantrum and 

 2nd and 3rd factors are related to the recent exchange crisis  


